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A community of four Danish travel bloggers, who wants to inspire people to
travel and experience the world.

Copenhagen, Denmark
Aarhus, Denmark
Billund, Denmark
Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Acclaimed among the best travel
blogs in Denmark by Skyscanner,
Travelmarket, and others

Are experts within our
respective niches and target
different market segment

Have visited more than 80
countries altogether

Have been featured in several
Danish media

Reaches more
than 249,600 readers and followers
in a month

info@danishtravelbloggers.com

In 2013 the first of our blogs were
launched

Total followers on social media

+18,000

+3,300

+4,000
*As of January 1st 2019
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Vores rejsebloggere

A World of Backpacking is run by Tine, a biologist with a passion for
trekking, nature, animals, food and culture. Tine has travelled to more
than 30 countries all over the world, most of them as a solo traveler.
This expertise in solo traveling makes A World of Backpacking the
leading travel blog in Denmark within this niche. The blog gives you a
realistic view of how it is to travel as a female solo backpacker and which
challenges and unique experiences this kind of travel form can lead to,
like making new friends across borders, cultures and interests.

Afterglobe is run by the couple Anders and Laura, who live in Billund,
near an international airport of course. The primary focus of the blog is to
show that you can travel on a small budget without compromising with the
quality. Since 2013 Anders and Laura have shared their food
experiences, travel budgets, guides, tips and photos from different
destinations across the world. Until now they have travelled as a couple,
but that has changed by summer 2018 when welcomed a little globetrotter
into the family, who they are very excited to be able to show around the
big world.

Cammi.dk is run by Camilla, who is based in Amsterdam. Cammi.DK
targets young women, who dream about exploring the world. On
Cammi.DK the goal is to inspire the readers to visit more untraditional
destinations, while still allowing yourself to check off a few bullets from
the endless bucket list. Camilla has lived in Hong Kong, the US and now
in Amsterdam. With this insider knowledge her aim is to guide the
readers in avoiding tourist traps and instead search for authentic travel
experiences all around the world, either through unique hotels, local
restaurants or hidden corners around popular cities.

OnTrip.dk is run by the couple Annette and Tore. OnTrip.dk targets the
40+ travellers, who wish to travel the world on their own. On the blog you
can find tips, reviews, travel routes and inspiration for the next
adventure. The diversity on the blog reflects different ways to travel like
staying at a 5 star hotel or in a bed and breakfast. Annette and Tore
have visited 60 countries on six continents and love roadtrips, TV towers,
USA and beautiful nature. They share their honest opinion about their
experiences in personal columns on their blog.
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